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Editorial

The time has come to say goodbye to our readers, some

of whom have been with us for the whole eleven—year

period. We feel that the enterprise has been well

worth while. Although we are only a magazine, not a

book, we have achieved complete coverage in a number of

departments——all the really important Scottish dances

(as well as some not so important) have appeared in the

"Our dances" series; and there can be few, if any,

countries whose dancing has relevant likenesses or dif—

ferences that have not been treated in "Comparison
corner". For more items on the lines of our "Historical

notes", the reader can turn to George Bmmerson's A Social

History of Scottish dance (reviewed in this issue); and

for a careful scholarly treatment of almost every topic
there are a number of works by the Fletts, notably their

Traditional dancing in Scotland and their articles in

Scottish Studies.

The magazine has made for us a number of friends, some

of whom we know only by correspondence, though others we

were fortunate enough to meet personally. To all our

readers we wish many years of happy dancing.

OUR DANCES No. 77: The foursome reel

The foursome reel is the Scottish dance par excellence

and makes a very fitting end to our series. If we compare it

with the eightsome reel, the reel of Tulloch, or competition-

type highland dances, we see that it is older than any of

these, and indeed can claim as respectable an antiquity as any

traditional dance of any nation. In contrast with country-
dances it is a native Scottish dance, not an import from

another nation. Compared with the rustic ring—dances men-

tioned in historical documents, or with sword-dances of the

Papa Stour type, it has a particularly Scottish character: it

is more than just a Scottish example of a continent—wide type
of dance.

The foursome reel is not an isolated dance; it is the

leading member of a closely—knit group of dances which includes

the threesome reel, the fivesome, the sixsome, the crossed

foursome, and the Axum (but not the usual eightsome, the nine—

some, or the so—called "longwise eightsome"). The group also
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includes the Eight men of Moidart from Glenuig and some reels

for six or eight dancers popular in Orkney and Shetland.

The feature that all these reels have in common is a

"moving and setting" structure. Each starts with everyone

dancing a figure of some kind for one phrase of music (eight
bars); then everyone dances a setting step for the next

phrase; then everyone dances the figure again; and so on.

The main difference between the various reels lies in the

details of the figure. In one version of the threesome it

is a reel—of-three; in the foursome it is a slightly modi-

fied reel—of-four; in the fivesome three of the dancers

reel while the other two dance round and back; and so on.

Reels are, as we remarked, old. The early references

to them are, as so often happens, brief and lacking in

detail. The first is as early as 1525, when Gavin Douglas
used the word reland (a Scots form of "reeling") in his

translation of Virgil's Aeneid. The first mention of a

particular reel is in 1710, when the name "Threesom reel"

occurs; and comparatively soon after, in 1776, an English
visitor to Edinburgh (The Major Topham whom we have So often

quoted in our historical remarks) mentions the foursome reel.

From that time, on the mainland of Scotland, the four-

some seems to have been by far the commonest of the reels;

no doubt helped by the fact that a dance that can be per-

formed by two pairs of partners has an obvious advantage over

a threesome from the social point of view. The higher-
numbered reels seem to have been regarded largely as novel—

ties. (In the Orkneys and Shetlands, however, the situation

was different. There various forms of sixsome were

favourites).
-

We have called the dance "Foursome reel" to distinguish
it clearly from the others, and nowadays this is indeed the

commonest name for the dance; but throughout history it has

been given other names, such as "Highland reel". Undoubtedly
the commonest name was "Scotch reel"; and it is a surprising
fact that (according to J. F. and T. M. Flett) in some Gaelic

speaking areas the dance was known by this English name,

though other Gaelic speakers called it "Ruidhleadh

Ghaidhealach".

There is no need for us to describe the figures and

steps of the dance here; they can be found easily in many

places, such as the text-book of the Scottish Official Board

of Highland dancing. The version they describe is a rather

special one danced competitively at highland games; an

excellent description of a version that can be used as a

social dance is to be found in D. R. MacKenzie's The National

Dances of Scotland.

The various descriptions differ remarkably little.

About the only substantial difference is in the starting-

position. In one version, familiar to anyone who has seen

the dance at highland games, the four dancers start in line.

In another version, sometimes, but not'always, used in the



ballroom, one couple faces another; when the music starts,
the two women start to reel and two bars later the men join
in, and from then on the dancers are in line.

After the Reel of Tulloch (see The Thistle no. 5H)
became popular, about 1880, a combined dance arose in which

the Reel of Tulloch replaced the second (faster) part of

the foursome reel.

For about two hundred years, from the middle of the

eighteenth century until the middle of this century, the

foursome reel was the foremost social dance of Scotland,

sharing the honours with the threesome reel towards the

beginning of the era and the reel of Tulloch towards the

end. About 1900 they were joined by a reel of quite a

different type, the eightsome reel (see The Thistle no. 52).

During this period the country-dance was spreading across

Scotland, starting in the southern towns and gradually
making its way from south to north, from town to village,
and from upper-class to ordinary society, reaching some

isolated highland communities just before lQl#——in some

cases just in time to die out in the cultural upheaval
caused by World War I.

In those parts of Scotland which the country-dance
reached, the two types of dance existed in parallel, most

of the time with a considerable difference in style and

general character. There is, for example, Topham's well-

iknown comment that the Scots would "sit totally unmoved" by
country-dance music, but as soon as the music for a reel is

played "up they start, animated with new life, and you would

imagine they had received an electric shock, or been bit by
a tarantula". The contrast was heightened by the fact that

whereas country-dances were always played by a band, reels

were more often played by a piper. Queen Victoria noticed

this fact, and mentioned it in her diary, going as far as to

say that bands could not play reels.

Neither Topham's remark nor Queen Victoria's can be

one-hundred-per—cent accurate, because from early times some

reel tunes have been used for country—dancing. The expla-
nation is, presumably, that when reels were played for

country-dancing they were played differently, in some kind

of country—dance style. We can, in fact, make a good guess
at just what the difference was, namely that when reels were

used for country-dancing they were played at precisely half—

speed. We have two pieces of evidence for this. One is

that-the reel "Duke of Perth" is played at half speed for

country—dancing: if you take the version of the tune given
in RSCDS book number 1 and double the speed, it becomes a

typical reel. (It also becomes much harder to play).
Moreover, in early times one bar of a reel would be equiv—
alent to two bars of a tune in 2/4 or 6/8 time. For

example, a reel of three in those days took four bars of a

reel tune, but eight bars of a 2/4 or 6/8 tune.

The distinction has been preserved until today and,



whether or not bands can play reels, it is the custom on

such occasions as the Royal Caledonian Ball, for reels to be

accompanied by the pipes. And between the two World Wars

there was an informal division of the dances at a highland
ball into "reels", "dances" and "flats"; "reels” being the

foursome and eightsome reels, "dances" being country-dances,
and "flats" being couple-dances such as the Gay Gordons, La

Va, or a waltz.

There was also, over most of Scotland, a distinction

between the step technique used for reels and for country—
dances. Except in a small region in the south—west, the

normal travelling—step ip country—dances had no hop; where-

as nearly everywhere thegnormal travelling—step in reels was

a "hop-one-two-three". [This distinction has now largely

disappeared. Very few traditional—style country-dances are

left, and the RSCDS, whose style most modern country—dancers
adopt, has standardized on a step which includes a hop——their
"skip—change" step.]

The difference between reel-style and country~dance
style is, even today, quite apparent to the eye, and through—
out history the spectacular 1iveliness of the reel seems to

have impressed spectators. Ramsay of Ochtertyre spoke of

the "spirit and agility" of the dancers, Sir John Gallini

described the steps as "lively and brilliant", and Major
Topham relished the "great agility, vivacity, and variety" of

the steps.
In the early nineteenth century reels spread widely.

Thomas Wilson, writing in 1811, remarked that they had been

"introduced into most of the foreign courts of Europe, and

are universally practised in all our extensive colonies".

A dance called "fore and after" popular on American trans-

atlantic sailing—ships is nothing more than the foursome

reel danced with clog steps; the Donegal reel is the four-

some reel in Irish style, and the Gower reel is a Welsh

version. None of these versions has a strathspey part.
The most unexpected version I have come across is danced by
Eskimos in Greenland. It was presumably obtained from

sailors and although the name of the dance (Fyrtur) is

Danish, the reel of four and the stepping are there, and the

foursome reel it undoubtedly is.

BOOK REVIEW

A Social History of Scottish dance, by George S. Emmerson,

$16.50

This substantial compendium of Scottish dance—history
must, even more than the same author's book on Scottish

dance—music, be theresult of many hours spent reading and



writing. It is indeed comprehensive, starting from the

times before anything really definite was known about the

dances and leading up to present times with descriptions of

Bobby Hatson' s dancing and Stan Hamilton s playing. Sub-

stantial dance history starts in the eighteenth century,
but before dealing with this Emmerson has a chapter in which

he is concerned to counter "the oft-repeated view that the

Kirk suppressed all dancing and songin the seventeenth

century". He does not say who holds this view: certainly
no reputable danceehistorian does, because it is clear that

the Scotch reel survived from the sixteenth century through
the seventeenth until today. However, in presenting his

case he provides some titillating and unexpected pieces of

information; for instance, that in this century an elephant
was exhibited in Scotland for the first time. After the

historical chapters the book examines in turn the various

types of dance: Reels, Highland dances, Jigs, Hornpipes,
Folkédances, Folk "jigs", and country-dances.

It is a little difficult to see why Emmerson called

this book a social history. One would expect a social

history to analyse how the various classes of society
adopted the various types of dance (with a contrast between

the reel, which seems at all times to have been danced by
all classes, and the country—dance, which was not); and

one would expect it to show how changes in fashions affected

the style and tempo of the dance (the crinoline must have

had an enormous effect). But although the book does not

go into these social details, it does give a good general
historical background to the dancing. And it does indeed
confine itself to the background: there are no detailed

descriptions of dances (other than the foursome reel and

the reel of Tulloch). In fact, the reader may feel frus-

trated on reading the complete list of names of dances from

four early manuscripts without any sample descriptions to

give him a taste of what they were like; or on reading that

the Scotch reel quadrille "exhibits Scottish influence"

without any way of seeing what the influence was.

Non-fiction books tend to fall into two classes: the

popular and the scholarly. This book is clearly popular, a

fact that has both advantages and disadvantages. Emmerson's

prose style makes for exciting reading, more so in the

emotive than in the descriptive passages. Who, for example,
could fail to react to this description of the eighteenth
century?

The select, public dance assemblies full of

romantic charm and beauty, the intellectual

torrent, artistic efflorescence, and prac—
tical genius of the age, obscuring the

destruction of the ancient culture which

embraced all that is worthwhile and unique
in the arts in Scotland——the culture of

Celt.



There are many lengthy quotations from poems; and Emmerson
is not backward in including his personal opinions: the
dances collected by Ion C. Jamieson were "not all well con—

ceived", Fight about the fireside is "an excellent dance
and excellent tune", the Bumpkin is "a dance of no impor—
tance", and so on.

On the other hand, the book is not as accurate as a

more scholarly one would have been. Emmerson tends to

accept facts that fit in with the picture he is trying to

paint on flimsy evidence, or even on none at all, and though
he warns us by introducing his statements with some such
word as "doubtless", by the time we have read a score or so

of statements like "It should be expected that the people
at court knew and performed the country reels" or "undoubt-

edly the strathspey twasome was the same as the strathspey
minuet" or "by the sprightly airs of an English country
dance Topham was doubtless referring to jigs", we can be

forgiven for wondering how firm the foundations of the

history are. Especially unfortunate is the phrase "we can

be sure that customs prevailing in the eighteenth century
were certain to have been observed in the preceding one and
even earlier": this kind of reasoning will suffice to make

any custom go back to as early a date as suits anyone's
purpose. Perhaps the most important example of this kind
of thing occurs in chapter 21, where Emmerson wants to

prove that, in the eighteenth century, Scottish country—
dancing differed substantially from English country-dancing.
He says "There is...much reason to believe, as was expounded
at some length in the previous chapter, that [the Scots]
would favour the same steps——both travelling and setting—-
as they employed in the reel". But when we turn back to

chapter 20 to see what the eVidence "expounded at some

length" is, we find only this:—

Who can believe, then, that in dancesperformed
to [reel] music and involving the sequence

set-to~and-turn-corners—and—reel, for instance,
a sequence so similar to that of their favourite

dance, the Scots would not naturally set and

travel as they would in a reel to the same music?
As a statement of belief this is fine; but evidence it is
not. There is indeed evidence for a difference between
reel style on the one hand and country—dance style (whether
Scottish or English) on the other in the eighteenth century;
but not until the nineteenth century do we find evidence for

a difference between English and Scottish country—dance
styles.

The book contains a fair number of factual errors,
some mere slips, others more substantial. Here are a few

examples. The Hagmakers is not for a fixed number of

couples (p. 270); the longways formation did predominate,
with 90 out of 115 dances, in Playford's first edition

(p. 267); Pizochara and Anello are not described by Caroso



(p. 267); Chiaranzana is not a contrapasso (p. 266); we do

have a record (Landsdowne MS) of countryédances prior to

Playford Cp. 266); Orkney dances resemble Shetland dances

more closely than they resemble mainland dances (p. 228);
the travelling-step in Cath nan coileach is not a hop-step—

step (p. 226); the three——facing-three Dashing White

sergeant did not appear in the English ball-room (p. 166);
The First of August should be included in Ewen McLachlan's

dances (p. 162); Queen Victoria did dance (p. 15%);
Anderson's Guide contains far more than eight country dances

(p. 1H8). Readers of The Thistle will probably spot most

of these on their own, as the correct statements have occur—

red in our pages.

The Chiaranzana referred to is an early Italian dance,
and Emmerson‘ s mistake here is probably due to his taking
his information second-hand from an article by Melusine

Wood, instead of referring to the original Italian book.
which has recently been reprinted and can be found in any

decent library. Fortunately Emmerson uses more reliable

sources elsewhere in his book: I counted nearly 30 foot-

notes referring to J. F. and T. M. Flett before I gave up;
and indeed Emmerson seems to have incorporated muCh of their

work. Lest this be interpreted as criticism, let me add

that he should have incorporated at least one more item.

When discussing Walsh's Caledonian Country dances Emmerson

is puzzled because Walsh describes some obviously non-

Scottish dances like Boscombe Bucks or Meillionen as

"Scotch", but does not so describe other dances with obvious-

ly Scottish titles. This problem was solved by the_Fletts:
for their solution, see The Thistle no. 37.

There is one curious omission in the book. D. G.

MacLennan listed, in his Highland and traditional Scottish

dances, the names of some forgotten highland dances, and

Emmerson repeats them (repeating, in a couple of cases,

MacLennan's mispelling of Gaelic words)——with the exception
of one, An long (the ship). But this is a particularly
interesting dance. The Fletts managed to find out that it

came from Barra and was danced by one man and six women.

This immediately arouses the attention of anyone who knows

Mrs. MacNab's dances, for among them is one (McNeil of

Barra) whose name connects it with Barra and which is per—

formed precisely by this combination. In fact, whenever

Emmerson refers to Mrs. MacNab his prejudices tend to show.

She is not listed in his index (though Aristotle is). He

takes her to task for not publishing her sources, though
her sources are oral. He makes no suggestion how an oral

source could be "published" and nowhere does he suggest that

anyone else should publish their sources, though the RSCDS

has taken plenty of dances from manuscripts and printed

sources, any of which could be published. Of The shepherd's
crook he says "since no source is declared, our suspicions
are confirmed that the published dance is largely of Mrs.



MacNab's own devising". Few writers would consider sus—

picions "confirmed" on such slight evidence.
Let us sum up: this book contains a wealth of back—

ground material Cbut not descriptions of dances or dance-

figures); not all of it is reliable, but any particular
item, if vital, can probably be checked, because there are

plenty of footnotes and an extensive bibliography. And
there is one chapter containing material that has not been
published before and is presumably the result of Emmerson's
own researches: the chapter on Scottish dances on the

eighteenth century stage.

* One writers' opinion * * «

The Badminton library is a fairly well—known and very
typically Victorian collection of treatises on various

pastimes, including one on dancing. The references to Scot-
tish dancing in this aroused the ire of J. Grahamsley
Atkinson who, in the preface to his own book on Scottish

dancing, wrote as follows.

There is one modern writer (Mrs Lilly Grove, F.R.G.S.,
The Badminton Library——Dancing) who explains the absence
of authorities, as follows (p. 180):-

"The reason of this poverty of description is
that the Scot, whilst practising the musical

arts, had not yet (pre—Reformation times)
reached such a height of civilization as to

pen treatises on any of the arts, dancing
among them."

Then Mrs Lilly Grove, F.R.G.S., goes on to show the
enormous strides civilization has made since then by
handing down to posterity the following choice specimen
of descriptive English (p. 188):-

"One may suitably begin the more particular
account of Scottish national dances by the

description of the step peculiar to the

Highlands, and known as the 'Highland Fling.‘ . . .

The term 'fling' expresses the kick which

characterises the step.
"When a horse kicks by merely raising one leg
and striking with it, he is said ‘in groom's
parlance‘ to ‘fling like a cow.‘ This is
what the Highland dancer does; he dances on

each leg alternately, and flings the other

one in front and behind.”

How worthy of preservation is this allusion to the stable
and the byre. How eminently satisfactory as description
is the above quotation in so prominent a work——one of a



series the writers of which, the preface tells us, "are

thoroughly masters of the subjects of which they treat.

Surely the inexperienced reader cannot fail to carry away
a clear and an exalted idea of "the step peculiar to the

Highlands." Again Cp. 183), Mrs Lilly Grove, F. R. G. 8.,
shows what a keen observer she has been during her five

years' (p. 6) study of dancing——thus:-
"The Scot arrives at the dance floor as he would

the drill square, and he dances till he is tired

out, rarely looking at his lady partner (if he has

one), and, in fact, caring not with whom he

dances."

The discriminating reader will at once perceive Mrs Lilly
Grove, F. R. G. 8., must have made a slip of the pen when

declaring she studied the subject for five years. It is

manifest she must have meant five minutes, but even at

this estimate, the reflection remains that she utilised

the time to little purpose.
This experienced authority now goes on to what is

intended to be description of detail. She begins by
describing the figure of the Reel. Here is the descrip-
tion by Mrs Lilly Grove, F.R.G.S.

"The figure of the Reel is perhaps the most

beautiful that can be exhibited. Hogarth
exemplifies it as the line of beauty."

That is all. How lucid. How skilfully calculated to

raise in an inquirer's mind the exact detail and construc—

tion of the figure of the Reel. This is all the descrip-
tion of detail Mrs Lilly Grove, F.R.G.S., vouchsafes as

the result of her five years' study of dancing. Feeling,
however, she must say more, and being presumably out of

her depth, she clutches at a Mr Francis Peacock, who

wrote a few sketches on dancing about the beginning of

this century. She calmly offers her readers a "brief

description" (p. 192) of Mr Peacock's steps, but the

flavour of the stable and the influence of the "cow—like

kicks" still remain, therefore she succeeds only in ren—

dering Mr Peacock's rather obscure descriptions absolutely
unrecognisable. To crown all, she gravely writes:—

"If the reader will carefully study the above

descriptions (namely, her version of Mr Peacock's

steps), he will in time acquire some notion of

the fascinating Scottish Reel, and will be better

able to understand the evolutions should he have

the good fortune to see it well performed.”
The foregoing sentence, following as it does Mrs Lilly
Grove's burlesque, would admirably suit a screaming
farce, but it is nothing less than an insult to the reader

when seriously written in a work, which is one of a series,
claiming to be written by experts.

‘. n J. V ' J I'-h‘kkauaxa
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